
1. 1. IntroductioIntroductionn

The power line carrier communicationThe power line carrier communication
(PLC) is a specific communication way of(PLC) is a specific communication way of
the power systems. Power line carrierthe power systems. Power line carrier
communication refers to the technologycommunication refers to the technology
which uses the existing power lines towhich uses the existing power lines to
transmit transmit analog or analog or digital signadigital signal by l by way ofway of
carrier at high speeds [1]. The biggestcarrier at high speeds [1]. The biggest
feature is that the system does not need tofeature is that the system does not need to
rebuild the network,and as long as there isrebuild the network,and as long as there is
wire,data transmission can be performedwire,data transmission can be performed
[2].[2].

The current application areas are mainlyThe current application areas are mainly
concentrated in the intelligent home,concentrated in the intelligent home,
intelligent utilities (such as remote meterintelligent utilities (such as remote meter
reading system, street lighting remotereading system, street lighting remote
monitoring systems, etc.) and industrialmonitoring systems, etc.) and industrial
intelligence (such as various types ofintelligence (such as various types of
devices data acquisition). Technically,devices data acquisition). Technically,
power line carrier communication is nopower line carrier communication is no
longer a point-to-point communicationslonger a point-to-point communications
category, but rather to highlight thecategory, but rather to highlight the
concept of open network structure. Eachconcept of open network structure. Each
control node (controlled device) forms acontrol node (controlled device) forms a
centralized network[3]. The system usescentralized network[3]. The system uses
the existing power lines network, withoutthe existing power lines network, without
rearranging network cable, which helps torearranging network cable, which helps to
save financial, material and humansave financial, material and human
resources[4].At the same time,It is reliableresources[4].At the same time,It is reliable
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and it is easy to be implemented and beand it is easy to be implemented and be
extended[5]. Therefore,there is theextended[5]. Therefore,there is the
significance for the research of the powersignificance for the research of the power
line carrier system.line carrier system.
Currently, there are three types ofCurrently, there are three types of

international major modulation technologyinternational major modulation technology
which the high-speed power line carrierwhich the high-speed power line carrier
communication uses.They are threecommunication uses.They are three
categories: single-carrier class, spreadcategories: single-carrier class, spread
spectrum class, and OFDM(Orthogonalspectrum class, and OFDM(Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing[6].).TheFrequency Division Multiplexing[6].).The
paper analyzed and studied that the FSKpaper analyzed and studied that the FSK
single-carrier class is in the application ofsingle-carrier class is in the application of
the electric power carrier communi-the electric power carrier communi-
cation[7].cation[7].

2. Structure of the system2. Structure of the system

The system includes the STCThe system includes the STC
microcontroller (the core processor), FSK-microcontroller (the core processor), FSK-
KQ330 module (a modem module), the dataKQ330 module (a modem module), the data
transmitting circuit, the data receivingtransmitting circuit, the data receiving
circuit, the zero-crossing detecting circuit,circuit, the zero-crossing detecting circuit,
the magnifying circuit of triodes, thethe magnifying circuit of triodes, the
resonant circuit and the transformerresonant circuit and the transformer
isolation circuit. Master-slave system canisolation circuit. Master-slave system can
transmit data signals over power lines totransmit data signals over power lines to
achieve the remote control of the hostachieve the remote control of the host
machine. The core of the system includesmachine. The core of the system includes
two parts: one is that STC microcontrollertwo parts: one is that STC microcontroller
controls the power line carrier module FSK-controls the power line carrier module FSK-
KQ330 module to send and receive data;KQ330 module to send and receive data;
the other is that Power line carrier part isthe other is that Power line carrier part is
composed of power line carrier module FSK-composed of power line carrier module FSK-
KQ330 and peripheral circuit (resonanceKQ330 and peripheral circuit (resonance
detection circuit and amplifier circuit) [9].detection circuit and amplifier circuit) [9].
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2.1. Overall system design diagram2.1. Overall system design diagram

Figure 1.Figure 1. Overall system design  Overall system design diagramdiagram

2.2. The overall design concept of power2.2. The overall design concept of power
line carrier communication systemline carrier communication system

The design of power line carrierThe design of power line carrier
communication system can be divided intocommunication system can be divided into
data transmission and data receptiondata transmission and data reception
according to the data flow [10].according to the data flow [10].

Data transmission flow is as follows:Data transmission flow is as follows:
firstly, the system uses the direct interfacefirstly, the system uses the direct interface
(serial asynchronous communication(serial asynchronous communication) of ) of SCMSCM
and FSK-KQ330 module; secondly, after theand FSK-KQ330 module; secondly, after the
transmission data is modulated by FSK-transmission data is modulated by FSK-
KQ330 module, through the external circuitKQ330 module, through the external circuit
(amplifier circuit and the resonance(amplifier circuit and the resonance
detection circuit), the square-wave signaldetection circuit), the square-wave signal
changes into the sinusoidal signal; finally,changes into the sinusoidal signal; finally,
after isolating the interfering signal, theafter isolating the interfering signal, the
signal is coupled to the power line [11].signal is coupled to the power line [11].

The flow of data received is as follows:The flow of data received is as follows:
firstly, the resonance detection circuitfirstly, the resonance detection circuit
detects the received signal; secondly, afterdetects the received signal; secondly, after
the the signal signal is is isolated isolated by by transformer, transformer, thethe
waveform is shaped by the resonant circuit;waveform is shaped by the resonant circuit;
finally, the shaped signal is demodulated byfinally, the shaped signal is demodulated by
the data module of FSK-KQ330, after thethe data module of FSK-KQ330, after the
data is demodulated, it is sent back to thedata is demodulated, it is sent back to the
microcontroller through the serial ports microcontroller through the serial ports [12].[12].
In the receiving-data part, it has a zero-In the receiving-data part, it has a zero-
crossing detection circuit. The function ofcrossing detection circuit. The function of
the circuit is to detect the frequency of thethe circuit is to detect the frequency of the
sine wave signal on the power line. Whensine wave signal on the power line. When
the level of the signal passes through thethe level of the signal passes through the
zero point, the microcontroller sends orzero point, the microcontroller sends or
receives data.receives data.

The signal flow diagram of the carrierThe signal flow diagram of the carrier
module is shown below.module is shown below.

Figure 2.Figure 2. The signal flow diagram of the carrier module The signal flow diagram of the carrier module
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3. The design of system 3. The design of system hardwarehardware
circuitcircuit

3.1. The data 3.1. The data transmitting circuittransmitting circuit

The circuit is mainly includes theThe circuit is mainly includes the
magnifying circuit of triodes, the resonantmagnifying circuit of triodes, the resonant

circuit and the transformer isolation circuit.circuit and the transformer isolation circuit.
The resonant circuit enables waveformThe resonant circuit enables waveform
signal more stable and no noise [13].signal more stable and no noise [13].

3.1.1. The transmitting circuit 3.1.1. The transmitting circuit principleprinciple
diagramdiagram

Figure 3.Figure 3. Transmission circuit Transmission circuit

3.1.2. Circuit analysis3.1.2. Circuit analysis

In the power line carrier communicationIn the power line carrier communication
system, the operation of the datasystem, the operation of the data
transmitting circuit is described as follows:transmitting circuit is described as follows:
the FSK-KQ330 module's 8 pin outputs thethe FSK-KQ330 module's 8 pin outputs the
square square wave wave signal, signal, and and then then it it is is coupledcoupled
to the power line, after it is magnified andto the power line, after it is magnified and
detected. The role of R1 and C1 is limitingdetected. The role of R1 and C1 is limiting
the current. The transistor Q1 amplifies thethe current. The transistor Q1 amplifies the
signal. L1 and C2 constitute a resonantsignal. L1 and C2 constitute a resonant
circuit. This role of the circuit is able tocircuit. This role of the circuit is able to
change the output square signal form FSK-change the output square signal form FSK-
KQ330 KQ330 module's module's 8-pin 8-pin into into sine sine wave. wave. ThenThen
it amplifies the signal from the transistorit amplifies the signal from the transistor
Q1;the function of the transformer is toQ1;the function of the transformer is to
isolate the isolate the interference interference and let and let the currethe currentnt
to become lager [14].to become lager [14].

3.2. The data 3.2. The data receiving circuitreceiving circuit

This circuit is mainly includes theThis circuit is mainly includes the
magnifying circuit of triodes, the resonancemagnifying circuit of triodes, the resonance
detection circuit [15], the transformerdetection circuit [15], the transformer
isolation circuit, and the zero-crossingisolation circuit, and the zero-crossing
detection circuit.detection circuit.

Receving circuit is connected to powerReceving circuit is connected to power
lines, and it sents the data signal to thelines, and it sents the data signal to the
module. The main function of the receivingmodule. The main function of the receiving
circuit is detection. When the waveformcircuit is detection. When the waveform
signal is detected and is amplified, FSK-signal is detected and is amplified, FSK-
KQ330 module can identify the normal stateKQ330 module can identify the normal state
[16].[16].

3.2.1 The circuit 3.2.1 The circuit principle diagramprinciple diagram

Figure 4.Figure 4. The receiving circuit diagram The receiving circuit diagram

3.2.2. Circuit analysis3.2.2. Circuit analysis

The workflow of receiving circuit isThe workflow of receiving circuit is
described as follows: firstly, the signal indescribed as follows: firstly, the signal in
power line enters the receving pin (1 pin) ofpower line enters the receving pin (1 pin) of
FSK-KQ330, after acrossing the peripheralFSK-KQ330, after acrossing the peripheral
circuits. The function of the peripheralcircuits. The function of the peripheral
receiving circuit is that the resonant circuitreceiving circuit is that the resonant circuit
selects frequency. Namely, it uses FSK-selects frequency. Namely, it uses FSK-
KQ330 to identify the signal frequency.KQ330 to identify the signal frequency.
After the transformer isolating interruptAfter the transformer isolating interrupt
signal and the resonant circuit selectingsignal and the resonant circuit selecting
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signal frequency and amplifying signal, itsignal frequency and amplifying signal, it
uses two reverse diode which filter out theuses two reverse diode which filter out the
signal of too large magnitude to protectsignal of too large magnitude to protect
FSK-KQ330 module [17]. Secondly, L3 andFSK-KQ330 module [17]. Secondly, L3 and
C6 constitute the resonance circuit, it canC6 constitute the resonance circuit, it can
let the wanted signal produce resonance.let the wanted signal produce resonance.
The role of the resonance circuit isThe role of the resonance circuit is
amplifying signal and detecting signal. It isamplifying signal and detecting signal. It is
the same as the function of the radios'the same as the function of the radios'
resonant circuit which can extract theresonant circuit which can extract the
waveform of the singal; L2 and C5 alsowaveform of the singal; L2 and C5 also
constitute the resonance circuit. Its roles isconstitute the resonance circuit. Its roles is
further amplifying signal and detectingfurther amplifying signal and detecting
signal to filter out the unusful waveformsignal to filter out the unusful waveform
signal [19]. The role of two reverse diodesignal [19]. The role of two reverse diode
(1N4148) is that limit the waveform(1N4148) is that limit the waveform
amplitude and let it is less than 0.7Vamplitude and let it is less than 0.7V
voltage. Therefore, the circuit can identifyvoltage. Therefore, the circuit can identify
the usethe useful wful waveform aveform and pand protect rotect the FSK-the FSK-
KQ330 module effectively.KQ330 module effectively.

3.2.3. Zero-crossing detecting 3.2.3. Zero-crossing detecting circuitcircuit

The role of zero-crossing detectingThe role of zero-crossing detecting
circuit is to detect sine wave in the powercircuit is to detect sine wave in the power
line. When the sine wave goes through theline. When the sine wave goes through the
zero point, the data signals can bezero point, the data signals can be
transmitted stably and the waveformtransmitted stably and the waveform
amplitude does not change greatly. Zero-amplitude does not change greatly. Zero-
crossing detecting circuit is shown below.crossing detecting circuit is shown below.

3.3. FSK-KQ330 line carrier module3.3. FSK-KQ330 line carrier module

The module uses low voltage power lineThe module uses low voltage power line
as the media of the signal (data)as the media of the signal (data)
transmission. The carrier frequency of thetransmission. The carrier frequency of the
signal signal (data) (data) modulated modulated by the by the module module isis
50 kHz~350 kHz. The high frequency signal50 kHz~350 kHz. The high frequency signal
in the low voltage power line can bein the low voltage power line can be
transmitted to the distance.transmitted to the distance.

The pin diagram of the module is shownThe pin diagram of the module is shown
in figure 5.in figure 5.

Figure 5.Figure 5. Zero-crossing detecting circuit Zero-crossing detecting circuit

The 1pin is the foot of the inputThe 1pin is the foot of the input
data.The 8 pin is the foot of the outputdata.The 8 pin is the foot of the output
data. The operating voltage of the moduledata. The operating voltage of the module
is +5v.is +5v.

4. System Software Design4. System Software Design

4.1. Communication Protocol4.1. Communication Protocol

The system communication protocol isThe system communication protocol is
mainly to ensure that the data which aremainly to ensure that the data which are
transmitted will not be interfered with thetransmitted will not be interfered with the
data of other slave machines. It ensures thedata of other slave machines. It ensures the
quality of the communication. In addition,quality of the communication. In addition,
the agreement reduces the cost ofthe agreement reduces the cost of
communication in some certain extent. Itcommunication in some certain extent. It
helps identify the source of the signal andhelps identify the source of the signal and
realizes the exchange of the realizes the exchange of the machines.machines.

In this article, the communicationIn this article, the communication
protocols ensure the quality of dataprotocols ensure the quality of data
transmission. In the course of datatransmission. In the course of data
reception, only the data packets whichreception, only the data packets which

meet the communication format can triggermeet the communication format can trigger
the corresponding function, which reducesthe corresponding function, which reduces
the chance of error the chance of error and data corruption.and data corruption.

The communication protocol of theThe communication protocol of the
system organizes data by packets and alsosystem organizes data by packets and also
sends data by packets. Data transmissionsends data by packets. Data transmission
format is a frame format. When the carrierformat is a frame format. When the carrier
module is the sending-data state, data ismodule is the sending-data state, data is
sent to the power line; when the datasent to the power line; when the data
transmission is complete, the carriertransmission is complete, the carrier
module is set to the receiving-state. Datamodule is set to the receiving-state. Data
frame has a fixed format [21]. It includesframe has a fixed format [21]. It includes
the start code, the length code, the datathe start code, the length code, the data
content and the end code. The start code iscontent and the end code. The start code is
the head of each data packet, which isthe head of each data packet, which is
indicated as "#"; the length code is indicated as "#"; the length code is the totalthe total
length of the current packet; the end codelength of the current packet; the end code
is the end of each packet of data symbol,is the end of each packet of data symbol,
which is indicated as "$". Command packetwhich is indicated as "$". Command packet
format is shown in Table1.format is shown in Table1.
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Table 1.Table 1. Communication protocol packet format Communication protocol packet format

Start Start code code Length Length code code Data Data End End codecode
## 00 x  x  lengthlength Content $Content $

The way of the carrier module is a self-The way of the carrier module is a self-
defined way. If the data to be sent is # 0x06,defined way. If the data to be sent is # 0x06,
0x12, 0x34, 0x56, 0xFA, 0x91, 0x54$", so0x12, 0x34, 0x56, 0xFA, 0x91, 0x54$", so
0x06 is at the second place in the packet,0x06 is at the second place in the packet,
which indicates that the data contentwhich indicates that the data content
length is six. The data behind 0x06 is thelength is six. The data behind 0x06 is the
data content, which is 0x12, 0x34, 0x56,data content, which is 0x12, 0x34, 0x56,
0xFA, 0x91, 0x54".0xFA, 0x91, 0x54".

Because there are many interferenceBecause there are many interference
signals in the power line, the start codesignals in the power line, the start code
shall be strictly determined. The serial portshall be strictly determined. The serial port
baud rate is 9600 bps. When the start codebaud rate is 9600 bps. When the start code
of the received data is # and the end codeof the received data is # and the end code
of the received data is $, the data is validof the received data is $, the data is valid
data. Otherwise, the data will bedata. Otherwise, the data will be
abandoned and it re-searches the next startabandoned and it re-searches the next start
code.code.

According to the data's transfer direction,According to the data's transfer direction,
data communication can be divided intodata communication can be divided into
three kinds of work mode: the simplexthree kinds of work mode: the simplex
mode, the half-duplex mode and the full-mode, the half-duplex mode and the full-
duplex mode. In this paper, dataduplex mode. In this paper, data
communication uses the half-duplex modecommunication uses the half-duplex mode
which cannot send or receive data at thewhich cannot send or receive data at the
same time [23].same time [23].

4.2. Communication Process4.2. Communication Process

4.2.1. The flowchart of 4.2.1. The flowchart of send subroutinesend subroutine

Figure 6.Figure 6. Zero-crossing detecting circuit Zero-crossing detecting circuit

4.2.2. Packet reception interrupt4.2.2. Packet reception interrupt
program flowchartprogram flowchart

Figure 7.Figure 7. Packet reception interrupt program Packet reception interrupt program
flowchartflowchart

5. Analysis of 5. Analysis of experimental resultsexperimental results

By analyzing the experimental dataBy analyzing the experimental data
achieved from the test, we found that theachieved from the test, we found that the
actual signal values are close to theactual signal values are close to the
theoretical values. The system can worktheoretical values. The system can work
stably.stably.

5.1. The signal of 5.1. The signal of FSK-KQ330 moduleFSK-KQ330 module
transmit-pintransmit-pin

When there is no data to be transmitted,When there is no data to be transmitted,
the signal in the transmit-pin is a straightthe signal in the transmit-pin is a straight
line. When data is line. When data is transmittetransmitted, the signal d, the signal inin
the transmit-pin is a square wave signal. Itthe transmit-pin is a square wave signal. It
is as shown in Figure 8. Test point is in theis as shown in Figure 8. Test point is in the
base pole of the transistor.base pole of the transistor.

Figure 8.Figure 8. Theoretical value of carrier module output Theoretical value of carrier module output
signalsignal
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Figure 9.Figure 9. The actual value of the carrier  The actual value of the carrier modulemodule
output signaloutput signal

5.2. The waveform received by carrier5.2. The waveform received by carrier
modulemodule

The signal received by the carrierThe signal received by the carrier
module is a sine wave signal, which ismodule is a sine wave signal, which is
filtered out from the 220V AC [24]. It goesfiltered out from the 220V AC [24]. It goes
through the resonant circuit module.through the resonant circuit module.

After resonance filtering and waveformAfter resonance filtering and waveform
processing, the signal is the stable sineprocessing, the signal is the stable sine
wave. The actual signal values by testingwave. The actual signal values by testing
are close to are close to the theoretical values.the theoretical values.

Figure 10.Figure 10. Theory carrier signal value at the Theory carrier signal value at the
receiver modulereceiver module

Figure 11.Figure 11. The actual signal value at the receiver The actual signal value at the receiver
modulemodule

6. Conclusions6. Conclusions

The low-voltage power line carrierThe low-voltage power line carrier
communication system is designed tocommunication system is designed to
transfer 50 Hz powertransfer 50 Hz power..  At the same time,  At the same time,
more and more modern family use electricmore and more modern family use electric
equipment (such as microwave ovens,equipment (such as microwave ovens,
induction cooker, electric power, washinginduction cooker, electric power, washing
machine, computer, vacuum cleaners andmachine, computer, vacuum cleaners and
other equipment). The electric equipmentother equipment). The electric equipment
is mostly the is mostly the inductance type equipment.inductance type equipment.

Because the electric equipment existsBecause the electric equipment exists
the difference of quality and performance,the difference of quality and performance,
electric equipment itself can bringelectric equipment itself can bring
interference to the power lines andinterference to the power lines and
generate a lot of noise in power lines,generate a lot of noise in power lines,
which restricts the quality of signalwhich restricts the quality of signal
transmission. This design uses thetransmission. This design uses the
multilevel filter amplifier circuit, which canmultilevel filter amplifier circuit, which can
effectively filter out noise and make theeffectively filter out noise and make the
received signal by the slave machines cleanreceived signal by the slave machines clean
and smooth. It is shown in and smooth. It is shown in figure 8,9,10 thatfigure 8,9,10 that
after the full control signal (square waveafter the full control signal (square wave
signal) is modulated by the mastersignal) is modulated by the master
machine, through the power linemachine, through the power line
transmission to the slave machine, the sinetransmission to the slave machine, the sine
wave signal can be demodulated by thewave signal can be demodulated by the
slave machine,which is close to clean andslave machine,which is close to clean and
smooth. The design of low-voltage powersmooth. The design of low-voltage power
Line carrier communication system basedLine carrier communication system based
on FSK-KQ330 module has theon FSK-KQ330 module has the
characteristics of the simple hardwarecharacteristics of the simple hardware
circuit and low cost. The design can circuit and low cost. The design can provideprovide
reliable guarantee for data communicationreliable guarantee for data communication
based on single chip microcomputer . Thebased on single chip microcomputer . The
scheme can apply to intelligent homescheme can apply to intelligent home
system ,and It can also be used for thesystem ,and It can also be used for the
remote control of the intelligent switch andremote control of the intelligent switch and
the intelligent equipment.the intelligent equipment.
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